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ABSTRACT
The problem this thesis solves is how to reengineer existing real-time applications
implemented without software engineering (SE) attributes; with poor modularity and
robustness, and that are difficult to read and maintain. The real-time system chosen for this
study was the Model-based Mobile robot Language (MML) used on the Yamabico- 11
mobile robot, which was implemented without SE attributes.
The approach taken was reengineering MML with a focus on improving modifiability
while preserving functionality. First we developed a systematic plan using manual static
analysis, then we incrementally reengineered the application with thorough system-level
testing. Code review was used to locate and remove dead code, and synonymous and
redundant variables and functions (improving modifiability, readability and robustness).
Call-hierarchy tracing was used to gain explicit module restructuring insight for tighter
cohesion (improving modifiability, modularity, and readability). Global-variable tracing
was used to improve module coupling by localizing and minimizing global variables
(improving modularity, readability, and robustness).
The results were as follows: A method for applying SE to existing real-time
applications after-the-fact called "Reengineering Real-Time Software Systems" was
developed, which improves modifiability, modularity, robustness and readability. MML
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The foundation of software engineering (SE) has been its contribution to large-scale
software system development. A main goal of software engineering is the ability to write
software for large-scale systen• predictably by many people in such a way that the system is
efficient, correct, and modifiable. Classic software engineering works note that modifiability
derives from modularity, robustness, and readability. The Classical definition of modifiability is
controlled change, in which some parts are altered while others remain the same in such a way
that a desired new result is obtained. Modularity is achieved when the components of the system
are relatively small, lightly coupled, and have strong cohesion (Yourdon,1980). Robustness
allows the system to operate reliably under both optimized and worst case environmental
conditions, preserving the desired behavior of the system. Readability allows for easier
coordination, understanding, and maintenance during all phases of software development
(Parnas, 1972).
Applied software engineering currently has most of its research efforts focused on new
system development; systems that apply SE concepts at the very beginning of the life cycle.
Although several examples could be cited, David L. Parnas stated it best in his paper "On the
Criteria to be used in Decomposing Systems into Modules": 'The modularizations include the
design decisions that must be made before the work on the independent modules can begin".
However, there is growing interest in reengineering existing large-scale (or real-time) systems;
systems designed prior to or during the advent of applied SE (Parnas 1979, Freeman 1980). Is
there a way to transform existing real-time systems to systems that achieve modularity,
robustness, and readability? Can the transformed systems lend themselves more readily to
portability (applications developed for multiple platform flexibility), language conversion (C to
C++ and C++ to Ada), and concurrency exploitation (task candidate selection and priority task
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scheduling)? Considering the abundance of existing real-time systems that were not developed
with applied SE concepts, the question that arises is would it be worthwhile to reengineer these
systems or start from scratch? (Yourdon, 1989) The answer requires consideration of several
factors. Not all real-time systems need reengineering, especially systems that have out-lived their
usefulness. However, for some systems it may be determined worthwhile for some or all of the
following reasons (Yourdon, 1989):
"* The system is no longer reliable
"* Maintenance costs are too high
"* Time and Staff changes have rendered the system unreadable / unmaintainable
"* Every new change introduces bugs
"* New hardware technology has rendered the system non-portable
"* The operational environment demands greater flexibility
If reengineering is determined worthwhile, the next step is to find a systematic method for
the reengineering effort. That is the purpose of this thesis, to provide a systematic method for
reengineering real-time systems. The system chosen for this study was the Yamabico- 11 mobile
robot, which is contrc Led using the Model-based Mobile robot Language (MML). The
Yamabico- 11 mobile robot is a real-time system; and the MML software used to control it is
implemented using a mixture of assembly and C language modules, all of which were written in
an ad-hoc fashion (from an engineering viewpoint) by more than a dozen implementers.
Observed modification times and error rates are increasing to an unacceptable level. By
improving modifiability, the overall MML software system will benefit by facilitating quicker




This thesis answers the following two questions:
1. Given an existing real-time system designed without applied SE, can any significant
improvements be achieved by reengineering the system with a focus on modifiability? The
context of significant meaning a measurable improvement in modularity, readability, and
robustness.
2. Is reengineering feasible for the rapidly-evolving Yamabico control system, considering
the systems real-time constraints, the target systems development environment, and the current
implementation? Reengineering would be infeasible if the desired changes altered functionality
or hinder system performance. Reengineering a real-time system concurrently with a team of
several research developers would be infeasible if it caused mass confusion. Reengineering
would be infeasible if SE principles can only be applied at the beginning of a development cycle.
C. THESIS ORGANIZATION
The layout of the thesis will follow the outline of the research. Chapter II describes and
defines the desired software engineering attributes of the reengineered system. Chapter III covers
static analysis performed to identify anomalies and describe resulting required transformations.
Chapter IV describes the Yamabico- 11 hardware and software system, compares the previous
version (non-SE MML-3) with the new version (SE MML-10) of the MML software system, and
validation of functional equivalence and ease of modification of the new version. Finally, chapter
V provides a summary discussing the reengineering benefits achieved and future research.
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II. DESIRED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
ATTRIBUTES
Before reengineering any system, it is important to first establish the desirable software
engineering (SE) attributes for the reengineered system that do not exist in the current system.
The next step is then to fabricate a systematic method to reengineer the system such that the
reengineered system has the desired SE attributes. This chapter discusses modifiability,
modularity, robustness, and readability. These attributes were chosen based on their interlocking
support, individual merits, derived benefits, and relevance to software engineering and
reengineering.
A. MODIFIABILITY
Although correctness tends to be the overall measure of success of any software system,
particularly large-scale systems, modifiability makes its contribution through ease of both
development and maintenance. By improving ease of development, the design and
implementation phase of the software life-cycle is shorter and the time spent debugging is shorter.
By improving ease of maintenance, functionality enhancements are easier to support for the
finished product. In addition, improving ease of both development and maintenance benefits both
the developer and the maintainer who are part of a several-member team. Consider the following
example portrayed by Figure 1. A person needs to modify module 1 in subsystem X. Module 1
has an interface to module 2 in subsystem X and an interface to subsystem Y. With the given
scenario, when module 1 can be modified without worry of side effects in subsystem X,
subsystem Y, or the overall system, then the system is said to be truly modifiable.
4
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Modifiability of a system is acquired through a thorough understanding and comprehensive
implementation supporting conformance to modularity, robustness, and readability. (Parnas,
1979) With modifiability as the primary focus, ease of maintenance is addressed at the front cnd,
where it should be, rather than as an after thought as it usually is.(Yourdon, 1980) Modifiability
eases system development, through modularizations that model object-oriented design (OOD)
and object-oriented programming (OOP), via data encapsulation and abstraction. (Berzins &
Luqi 1991, Stubbs & Webre, 1993). In addition, systems written with modifiability as the
primary focus lend themselves more easily to language transformation, such as converting
software written in C to C++ or C++ to Ada. Modifiability gives systems the quality and
flexibility needed to accommodate within shrinking budgets the high demand for utilization using




Modularity is characterized by segmentation of the system during implementation and
maintenance. Modularity is the way that the developers compartmentalize a system's
functionality, and is measured through coupling and cohesion.(Parnas, 1972) Coupling is the
degree to which modules share information, and cohesion is the degree to which operations are
divided across modules. (Yourdon, 1989) With modifiability as the primary focus, modularity is
accompiished by localization of the system's functionality; decomposing the system into
subsystems, modules, and levels of abstraction (Pamas, 1979). Although the terminology
associated with modularity has been heavily debated and is somewhat subjective (Pamas, 1979,
Berzins & Luqi 1991), particularly in languages (such as C) that support no encapsulation of
functions, modules are easier to understand when considering both logical relationships and
physical storage properties. Whatever physical storage is used, the important issue is the logical
decomposition that relates module functionality and the creation of modules that lend themselves
to function encapsulation. Once the logical relationships are determined, the physical storage may
then be considered. However, it is better to keep the physical modules as small as possible (such
as I module per file) and consistent with the logical decomposition. Size is important because it
affects readability, which in turn affects maintainability and modifiability; the larger the file, the
harder it is to read and understand. A common measure of source size is one page of paper per
module. (Yourdon, 1980) Also, large physical modules tend to be highly susceptible to dead code
(code written but never exercised), synonymous functions and variables (functions and variables
defined with different names but perform similar operations or carry the same values), and
redundant functions and variables (functions and variables repeatedly defined in different
modules). Dead code degrades readability and maintainability by needlessly increasing module
size and forcing the developer or maintainer to read code that is never used. Synonymous
functions and variables similarly degrades readability and maintainability by needlessly
increasing system size, in addition to degrading reliability through confusion of which functions
or variables are suppose to be used. Redundant functions and variables cause problems similar to
synonymous functions and variables, however reliability problems are more related to
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functionality, locality, and scope. Compilers are helpful in locatipg redundant variables when
scope can not be resolved. But when scope is resolved and redundancy still exists, then reliability
is subject to degradation. An example of a reliability problem associated with function
redundancy is two functions in different modules that carry the same name and scope, but are not
functionally equivalent. An example of a reliability problem associated wi*.' redundant variables
is assignments made to a variable with the same name but in the wrong module.
Localization is the means by which all required resources are made available to the module.
The amount of localization is the measure of coupling and cohesion. The goal is to minimize
coupling (well-defined module interface design and minimal use of global variables) and to
maximize cohesion (localized call hierarchy and minimal use of global variables). It is important
to note that global variables affect both coupling and cohesion. Figure 2, demonstrates the poor
coupling and cohesion characteristics of MML-3's instruction queue functions. The variables
used for the instruction queue are defined in mml.h and the functions that perform the queue
operations are spread across three other files: loco.c, track.c, and main.c. This design strongly
couples the four files together because modifications to one function in one file may require
modifications to all four files. Also, due to the division of locality of functions and variables, the
design demonstrates weak cohesion. Figure 3 demonstrates how to improve the coupling and
cohesion characteristics of MML-3's instruction queue functions. By localizing the instruction
queue functions and variables to a single module (file), both coupling and cohesion are improved
thereby enhancing modifiability. Cohesion is strengthened by localizing the queue variables and
























Robustness is defined as the degree to which the modules of a system provide an operational
structure that prevents or inhibits unintended reactions to change.
Robustness is mostly reflected by reliable operation in all possible environments. The two
usual means of measuring robustness are fault tolerance and breadth of processing range. Fault
tolerance is "the degree to which software corrects erroneous processing." (Anderson / Lee 1989)
Breadth of processing range is the fraction of possible values processed properly. In other words,
a system is robust if it can detect errors and still preform satisfactorily (fault tolerance); and,
provides execution paths for all required conditional flows and exception handling for
unacceptable variable value ranges (breadth of processing range).
Robustness is a desirable property of behavior for real-time systems that have unpredictable,
or not completely reliable, input systems; such as the sensors on an aircraft or missile. If a sensor
should give incorrect information or completely fail, a robust system would not allow the aircraft
to crash or the missile to hit the wrong target. However, robustness is also a function of
modifiability. How reliable will a system be when changes are made? By removing synonymous
and redundant functions and variables and minimizing global variables, potential real-time
reliability problems caused by modifications are reduced. By encapsulating the functions that
drive hardware, real-time reliability problems are easier to trace. Also as hardware technology
evolves, enhancing behavior such as speed or scope of processing are much easier to deal with.
Thus, by localizing hardware driving functionality in an appropriate module hierarchy,
modifiability is enhanced and the overall system is more robust. Although robustness is a
property of behavior and modularity is a property of the source code, both benefit substantially
from modifiability. Hence, with modifiability as the primary focus, careful employment of
modularity can help improve robustness.
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D. READABILITY
Readability is defined as the degree to which the system behavior in operation is mirrored
by the text of the system's source code.
Original authors are not always available to explain or discuss their code, the number of
modules for the system and subsystems tend to be very large, and the interfacing of modules can
be very complex. (Yourdon, 1980) Therefore it is important for modules to possess simplicity,
locality, uniqueness, and consistency. The best modules are small, simple, and easy to read. The
behavior of the code is independent of the operating context. The behavior is well defined and
clearly documented such that any professional could independently read the documentation and
understand the desired function of the system.
E. REENGINEERING OF THE YAMABICO-11 SYSTEM
The Yamabico- 11 has a Model-based Mobile robot Language (MML) system that is a real-
time system, but lacks the SE attributes described in this chapter: modifiability, modularity,
robustness, and readability. MML modules do not exhibit strong cohesion or minimum coupling.
A modification to one module often leads to extensive required changes to other modules. MML
modules have degraded readability and maintainability because they are large in size, have
inconsistent naming conventions and dead code, and contain functions that are not logically
related. In addition, MML modules contain needless global variables, synonymous functions and
variables, and redundant functions and variables, which not only degrade readability and
maintainability, but also contribute to reliability problems.
The chapters that follow describe in detail the process used to reengineer MML for
Yamabico- II such that MML possesses the desired SE attributes of improved modifiability,
modularity, robustness, and readability. Chapter III discusses static analysis methods used to
measure the relative strengths of the SE attributes in the current version of MML. The static
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analysis methods used for Yamabico- 1I were manual re'i.'ew of every file and function, global-
variable tracing, and call-hierarchy tracing. Manual review of file sizes, lines of code per module,
and the number of functions per module helps to measure the degree of readability. Manual
review of the code to identify and remove dead code and needless variables helps to improve
readability. Call-hierarchy tracing helps to identify poor modular design and to gain explicit
insight to improved modular design. Global-variable tracing helps to measure the degree of
module cohesion and coupling. In addition, call-hierarchy and global-variable tracing help to
improve robustness by identifying reliability problems associated with synonymous variables
and functions, and redundant variables and functions. Chapter IV then describes the details of
reengineering of MML for Yamabico- 11. Reengineering was performed using the results of the
static analysis to restructure MML such that the modifications made provide thc desired SE
attributes. In addition, chapter IV discusses the process used to transition to the reengineered
version, and concludes by discussing the validation process used to ensure the reengineered




In the process of analyzing a current real-time system, two static tracing techniques can be
used in conjunction with each other as tools to gain insight to structure and design deficiencies.
These two static analysis tracing techniques are call-hierarchy tracing and global-variable tracing.
This chapter discusses the use of call-hierarchy tracing, global-variable tracing, and the
derived benefits of using these tracing techniques. In addition, this chapter shows how call-
hierarchy tracing and global-variable tracing aid in formulating a module decomposition
transformation and guidance for reengineering.
A. CALL-HIERARCHY TRACING
Call-hierarchy tracing is a technique that helps to resolve placement of functions and
modules in addition to isolating local vs. global function call scope. More importantly, call-
hierarchy tracing provides a physical picture, which is an extremely valuable tool for system
design or reengineering. Once the trace is constructed, the next step is to analyze function
category (local, module/subsystem local, or global). General-purpose functions are likely
candidates for the global function category and should be targeted for placement in a library, such
as is used for general math and input/output functions in C or packages in Ada. Global functions
are found by the number of other functions that call them and the dispersion of the calling
functions (i.e., the calling functions are located in different modules and their operations are not
necessarily related to each other). `;P the other hand, if a function is only called by a single other
function, then it should be local to a module that contains both. Finally, some functions may be
called by a few other functions in such a way tiWN the truce will show these functions to be local
to a module or sub-system (i.e., there exists a relationship among the calling functions that allow
them to coexist in a reasonable module or sub-system). Figures 4 through 6 demonstrate how a
call-hierarchy trace is used to categorize functions as local, module/subsystem local, or global.
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Figure 4 shows the local category, which is the easiest to identify. The local category occurs when
a called function has only one calling function (function B is only called by function A). When
there is only one calling function, both the calling and called functions can be placed in the same
module. Figure 5 shows the module/subsystem local category. The module/subsystem local
category occurs when a called function has several calling functions that have operations related
to each other (function D is called by functions A and B). When the calling functions have
operations related to each other, then both the calling functions and the called function can be
placed in the same module or subsystem (Module C). Figure 6 shows the global category. The
global category occurs when a called function has several calling function, such that none of the
calling functions have operations related to each other (function H is called by functions A
through G). Global category functions are best suited for libraries such as math, inputl/outputl/ and
memory management. Appendix A shows a call hierarchy trace used to analyze the locomotion
module for Yamabico- 11.
A
B
Figure 4: Local - function A calls B
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Module C
Figure 5: Module/Subsystem Local - functions A & B
call function D
A-B-C - D- E- FG
Figure 6: Global - functions A through G call function H
The output of any cross reference tool, such as cxref (UNIX, p. 1-1 24, 1990) for C, can be
helpful in constructing a call-hierarchy trace. Considering that function/procedure-call cross-
reference listings are usually a documentation requirement to begin with, a more-than-ample
starting point exists for anyone to construct a call-hierarchy trace.
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The most important direct benefit of call-hierarchy tracing is modularity design vision
provided by an explicit picture of the system and how it is tied together. Another benefit is the
ability to examine, to a limited extent, the current systems degree of coupling and cohesion at
least at the module or file level. As a reengineering feasibility study, call-hierarchy trace is very
useful in visualizing the current design, obtaining ideas fr, reengineering, and determining the
relative amount of work required. Finally, if kept up-to-date a call hierarchy trace can be an
invaluable tool for system maintenance or for enhancement by individuals who did not author the
original code.
B. GLOBAL-VARIABLE TRACING
Global-variable tracing is probably the most difficult task of reengineering any software
system of significant size. This process requires the ability to locate all variables that are not local
to any given function or procedure. Although tools exist and are helpful, they are seldom a
complete solution. A good example is cxref (UNIX, p. 1-124, 1990) for C, which is a UNIX tool
that cross references variables and functions for programs written in C. The shortcoming of cxref
is its inability to locate negated variables. Another handy but incomplete tool example is the
UNIX grep command (UNIX, p. 1-217, 1990). Grep is great for locating variables (actually
matching strings and string patterns). The most effective way to do a global-variable trace is to
review each and every function one at a time manually, using a diagram similar to the call-
hierarchy trace. Variables that are not passed as parameters or are not declared locally for the
function, are annotated on the diagram function. This is a very tedious and error-prone process,
which may need more than one review to ensure all global variables are located. However, this
process is not required at the frontend of a reengineering effort, nor does it need to be
accomplished in a sequential fashion that would inhibiting work in other areas. Figure 7 provides
an example of an annotated call-hierarchy trace for functions A and B. Appendix A shows a call-
hierarchy trace with annotated global variables used to analyze the locomotion module for









Figure 7: Global Variable Trace Annotations
Once the global variables are located the next step is similar to the call-hierarchy tracing, in
that they must then be analyzed, categorized, and resolved. The goal here is to either complete
elimination or minimize the number of all global variables. Using a database or data dictionary
can be helpful by storing the names of all of the functions and their global variables, then sorting
by global variable names to locate commonality or redundancy of use. Although automated tools
would be a desirable substitute, there is no getting around the need to manually review each and
every module and function to make effective design decisions regarding variables. Global
variables need to be reviewed to decide whether they should be global, local to a subsystem,
module, or function, or passed as a function parameter. Variables need to be reviewed to locate
and remove synonyms, redundancy, and unwanted overloading (variables that have the same
name but are encapsulated differently). Also, variables that impact real-time timing constraints
need to be thoroughly reviewed to ensure the current implementation provides optimum
performance and are clearly documented. Besides global variable analysis, variables used as
function parameters also need to be reviewed to determine whether they should be passed by
value or by reference. Finally, the process of locating and analyzing global variables also requires
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a thorough understanding of the functions and modules that use the variables in order to gain
better insight to the desired design decisions.
The largest direct benefit of elimination or minimization of global variables is enhanced
reliability and improved readability. Reliability is enhanced by eliminating the failures caused by
erroneous use of duplicate, synonymous, and overloaded variables. Reliability is also enhanced
by reducing failures associated with poorly defined module, function, and process interface
communication. Readability is improved by removing or minimizing the strain of locating
variables when reviewing or preforming maintenance, in addition to establishing the absolute
minimum variables required for the job.
C. DERIVED BENEFITS
The derived benefits of optimizing function placement through call-hierarchy tracing and
global-variable minimization through global variable tracing are improved modifiability,
testability, reliability, and readability. Modifiability is enhanced from better modularity with light
coupling and strong cohesion. Testability is improved as a result of improved modularity
clarifying unit and module level testing, in addition to range scope reduction as a result global
variable elimination. Confidence in reliability is improved through improvements in testability
and better data flow communication. Finally, readability enhancements are derived from locating
useless functions and variables, removal of needless global variables, identification of
undesirable overloading and synonymous variables, and better overall modularity.
D. MODULE-DECOMPOSITION TRANSFORMATION
Another major job involved with reengineering any system of significant size is to preform
a module-decomposition transformation. Although this sounds like a complicated process it is
one of the easiest. As described briefly before, this is the process used to improve modularity with
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the help of the call-hierarchy trace, global-variable trace, and knowledge of the system. In a way,
this portion of the reengineering effort is similar to reverse engineering in that the original design
is studied to enable an improved or reengineered design, while functionality remains the same.
What makes the module-decomposition transformation process somewhat easier is knowing that
systems that were either poorly designed or designed without applied software engineering, are
usually designed with some form of structure. Most systems embody some form of modularity at
least at the file level, and with experience human habits that generate modularity anomalies (such
as weak cohesion and strong coupling caused by a bias toward building modularity based on
physical storage rather than logical relationships or encapsulation of functions) become more
easy to detect.
The most important preparation to performing a module decomposition transformation is to
have a thorough understanding of the overall system. In addition, this process tends to be most
effective when working both top-down and bottom-up. Working top-down the system should first
be broken up into logical families of sub-systems, then use a bottom-up approach to populate the
sub-systems with reasonably-sized modules with modularity that is influenced by the call-
hierarchy trace and global-variable trace.
E. GUIDANCE FOR REENGINEERING
The reengineering process and techniques described so far, provide the concepts and
methods that allow dynamic flexibility with a systematic approach. The important issues
remaining are the critical relationships and coordination timing constraints. For large systems and
real-time systems the call hierarchy trace and the global variable trace need to be done before the
module decomposition transformation. The order of performing the call hierarchy trace vs. global
variable trLze is not that important; in addition the order will be dependent on the tools being used
and the number of people involved. I chose to do the call-hierarchy trace first so that I could use
the diagram for the global-variable trace. The most critical coordination timing constraint is the
module-decomposition transformation effort, which is best performed by freezing the current
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version of the software to inhibit functionality changes while structure is changed. Since module-
decomposition transformation only affects structure, the time involved is relatively short Also,
if developers are allowed to modify functionality of previous versions, migration of
modifications can be difficult to resolve due to structural displacement, not to mention any global
variable eliminations.
For real-time systems, and in particular for Yamabico- 11, phasing of global to local as a
result of module-call-hierarchy tracing or global-variable tracing, needs to be done very carefully
to preserve functionality. One difficult part is to validate changes with system-level testing as
compared to urit-level testing. This i, not to say that unit-level testing is not important, it just
emphasizes the fact that reengineering an existing real-time system places a higher demand on
ensuring that reengineering changes do not contribute to system failure. This in itself is a very
time-consuming process because each change must be validated at the system level. My
recommendation is to identify and document global variables at the beginning of the
reengineering effort, but delay global-variable-minimization to the end. The reason is that the
biggest dividend from reengineering is structural change that improves modifiability while
preserving functionality. Improving modifiability acts as a multiplier not only for better
modularity, readability, and maintenance; but also for further modification enhancements or for
portability. As far as conducting global-variable-minimization, the reengineered system is still
functional and working fine. Therefore although global-variable-minimization will improve
reliability and robustness, this part of the process is not as time critical as compared to structure
change, and can bt2 done incrementally as time permits.
This chapter has discussed the value and benefits of static analysis using call-hierarchy
tracing and global-variable tracing. In addition, this chapter has shown how the results of these
static analysis techniques can provide a valuable road map for the reengineering effort The next
chapter will describe the real-time system used for this thesis and the reengineering effort
employed.
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IV. YAMABICO-11 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
As discussed in the previous chapter, quality static analysis can provide an excellent road
map for reengineering a real-time software system. However, before static analysis can be
conducted on the Model-based Mobile robot Language (MML), a thorough understanding of the
Yamabico- 11 hardware system and the MML software system must be acquired.
This chapter describes the Yamabico- 11 hardware system, the MML software system, and
the reengineering of MML. Discussion includes the previous version, the reengineered version,
comparisons of the previous vs. the reengineered versions, the reengineered changes, transition
to the reengineered version, and validation of functional equivalence and ease of modification of
the reengineered version.
A. HARDWARE
The Yamabico- 11 is a mobile robot that translates in 2 dimensional space. The software that
controls Yamabico is a Model-based Mobile robot Language and its hardware consists of :he
following sub-systems: locomotion, sonar, vision, power supply, CPU, and Input/Output.
The locomotion system consists of two DC motors, shaft encoders, a motor control circuit
card, and a VME bus based interface card. The motors can drive each wheel in either the forward
or reverse direction, can be set to a variety of speeds, and includes braking. The shaft encoders
are used as feed back to determine distance traveled, speed, and to make odometry correction.
The interface card allows the user to read information and send commands. The motor control
circuit card does the actual manipulation of the motors and brakes based on information
communicated through the interface card.
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The sonar system consists of three groups of transmit and receive sonar cones, a sonar
control circuit card, and an interface card. The sonar cones are placed in such a way as to provide
the ability to capture forward/rear, lateral, or diagonal sonar data. There are four sonar cone sets
for each direction and are mounted at waist high elevation. The sonar control circuit cards provide
the necessary circuitry to transmit and receive sonar signals for each group. The interface card,
similar to the locomotion interface card, allows the user to read information and send commands.
The vision system currently consists of a camera connected to a radio transceiver. The
camera is mounted for forward looking vision at waist high elevation. The software that is used
to process image information, is currently being developed ard executed using an IRIS
workstation coupled through a radio transceiver to the camera. A future goal is to parallel process
the vision system with tI," sonar and locomotion systems, with all processors co-resident on the
robot for full autonomy.
The CPU consists of a Motorola 68020 based motherboard, which is scheduled for an
upgrade to a SPARC architecture. Power is supplied using two 12 volt motorcycle batteries.
Finally, two means of communication are provided. The robot has a 9600 baud port connected to
a Sun3 workstation for compiling and downloading the robot system software (MML); also a
9600 baud port connected to a laptop MacIntosh Power Book for direct communication with the




MML is a high level Model-based Mobile robot Language software system that controls the
Yamabico- 11 robot. The original design concept for MML was to create a general-purpose
control language for autonomous mobile robots independent of the physical attributes of the
robot, such as number of wheels, degrees of freedom, and drive motors. The modules for the
original design were predominately composed of geometric, locomotion, sonar, and input/output
functions. (Kanayama 1989/91/93, Abresch 1992) The real-time features of MML lie in the
hardware interrupts used to gain background pseudo-concurrent processing. Pseudo-concurrent
in that the code for any process is never interleaved with another, because processes are not
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allowed to share the same priority. Processes can be interleaved, but not their code. Also, since
an operating system such as UNIX is not hosted on the robot, common features like spawning or
forking processes dynamically are not available. This method of producing process concurrency
is therefore limited to the available interrupts supplied by the CPU architecture.
There are two main processes that operate in background; one to perform the odometry
corrections and one to operate the sonar. These processes are driven by hardware timers which
provide highly accurate clocking. The timer for the odometry correction routines generates an
interrupt every 10 msec. The odometry correction routines are the most time critical set of real-
time routines for Yamabico because they must be able to start and finish within the 10 msec time
interval between interrupts. The timer for the sonar timing is dependent on user supplied sonar
cone configurations: any combination of group 1, 2, and/or 3. (Williams, 1992) The abort
interrupt always carries the highest priority and can be generated through a physical switch on the
robot. The user program interrupt is not a real interrupt, it is the absence of any other interrupts;
however, Motorola documentation treats (0) as an interrupt level strap setting for the CPU
motherboard. Finally, interrupt calls are layered in that masking and interrupting are only one-
way. Figure 9 provides a graphic example of the interrupt levels used for Yam abico- 11. The
numbers in parenthesis are the physical hardware interrupt assignments, those not shown are used
by the hardware system and are not available to the user. The innermost interrupt has the highest
priority and can interrupt any outer interrupt if currently in operation. The rest of this section








FIgure 9: Interrupt Hierarchy
I. Previous MML
The previous version of MML used as the base line of study for this thesis and for the
reengineered version, is called MML-3. MML-3 consists of 21 files: 3 header files, 13 C source
files, and 5 assembly language files. Statistical data and graphs for MML-3 are provided in
Appendix B.
Users write motion and path commands in the form of a C programs in the user.c file.
(MacPherson 1993) The bulk of the functions that provide motion and path commands are
predominately located in loco.c, track.c, and geom.c. These files contain the bulk of the
Yamabico user command set and command queuing functions. The system kernel uses the rest
of the files for initialization, math coprocessor, input/output, and control for the motors and
sonar. Since MML is ported to a system which does not host an operating system such as UNIX,
library functions for input/output, memory management, and math must be hand coded.
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Static analysis of these files revealed that MML-3 has poor functional modularity and
is difficult to read. The files were organized and named from an engineering conceptual point of
view based on path planning technologies, instead of from a functional point of view that
maximizes sound SE principles. Many of the files contain functions and variables that were
haphazardly l•aced. Functions that present modular encapsulation properties, such as for queue
operations, were dispersed through several files. Some variable names had synonym names
elsewhere. Redundant constants, variables, and functions exist. The mml.h file was used as one
large file to force global visibility for macros, functions, structures, and variables. And, with
minimum use of function parameters and extensive use of global variables, MML-3 was weakly
cohesive and tightly coupled. A high-level modular design based on functionality relevant to the
hardware system and sub-systems was never performed.
In a real-time system, use of global variables can be a necessity to avoid context
switching overhead associated with function calls, and the delays associated with passing data by
value or reference through a function call-stack frame. However, global variables should be
limited to those that are directly manipulated by the time sensitive routines or those that must
share data among time critical processes, which for the Yamabico robot are those that perform
the odometry correction and sonar processing. As the single largest contributor to unreliability,
making a variable global should be a last resort to maintain strict timing constraints. In addition,
periodic fine tuning for global variable reduction should be performed every time the system is
enhanced by improved technology, such as a faster system clock speed, improved CPU
architecture, or better optimized compilers.
Due to the size and scope of the MML system, the reengineering effort focused on
modifiability, by establishing a high level modular design that allows structural change while
preserving functionality. Global-variable resolution was limited to identification land isolation
for future fine tuning.
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2. Reengineered MML
The reengineered version of MML is now called MML-10. MML-10 consists of
approximately 115 files: 34 header files, 33 C source files, 8 assembly language files, and 40 log
files. The log files do not contribute to the MML system operational code, but rather towards
documentation and historical information. Statistical data and graphs for MML- 10 are provided
in Appendix C.
Table 1 provides statistical data collected from Appendices B and C to compare total
system size, average file size, and the file size standard deviation of MML- 10 vs. MML-3. As can
be seen from the file size data, the MML-10 version of the code has been spread out in a more
even fashion. All functions and macros were placed in modules in a functional manner, and
associated with a particular sub-system. The largest header files are the system header files for
structures, constants, and variables. The two large module header files are OutputlO.h, that
contains extensive macros; and spatial.h, which is currently just a research module and not used
in the robot. Also, by reviewing the contents of the C source files, the largest files are those that
have either extensive mathematical functions or functions that are very lengthy.
Table 1: File Size Comparisons
MML-3 MML-10
Total System Size 252216 265631
Average File Size 12010 3541
File Size Standard Deviation 9897 4352
Figure 10 on the next page shows the high level modular design outline used to
decompose and restructure MML-3. The files were created during reengineering.
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1. System
A. Header files: mml.h - suructures.h - constants.h - variables.h
11. Sub-Systems
A. Wheel System




SonarSys.h SonarSys.c SonarSys.asm.s Sonarsys.log
SonarAvoidance.h SonarAvoidance.c SonarAvoidance.log
SonarCard.h SonaiCard.c SonarCard.log
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Figure 10: Module Decomposition
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MML-10 consists of 271 functions and macros, all of which were displaced based on
the reengineered structure. A complete listing of the reengineered structure with functions and
macros is provided at Appendix D.
To preserve functionality during the restructuring, a header-file include hierarchy was
created as shown by Figure 11. This include hierarchy is part of the incremental modification
method used to reengineer the MML-3 real-time system. Reengineering of mml.h was
accomplished as follows:
First, based on the extern definitions in mml.h, new header files were created to be
consistent with the reengineered module hierarchy structure. Then all extem definitions were
migrated out of mml.h and into the new module header files. Separate header files were then
created to isolate global constants, variables, and structures. Then, subsystem header files were
created. What remained was to modify mml.h to include the global constants, variables, and
structures header files; followed by includes of the subsystem header files. The subsystem header
rlies then include the header files of the modules that make-up the subsystems. The new structure
and nesting of the include files allowed segmentation of the previous mml.h such that the new
mml.h no longer required modification, encapsulation of include file information was now
modular, more visible, readable and consistent, and functionally the same as the previous mml.h
after compilation. It is important to point out that this include hierarchy substantially eased the
reengineering effort and improved modifiability; however, the final phase requires the xxx.c files
be modified to include only those module header files required.
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All xxx~c files include mml.h
Figure 11: Header Include Hierarchy
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3. Comparison of Previous vs. Reengineered versions
Comparing the previous version with the reengineered version reveals the answer to the
first research question of this thesis: can significant measurable improvements be made through
reengineering with a focus on modifiability. It is important to point out here that this thesis was
started using MML-3 as the base line of study for an evolving developmental system. Therefore,
the comparisons are made using MML-3 and MML-10. However, MML-10 reflects new
functionality (cubic spiral path tracking functions) and minor modifications added to other
versions between MML-3 and MML-10. The structural changes reflected in MML-10
encapsulate the functionality of the MML-8 and MML-9 versions.
The measurable improvements can be found by comparing the statistical data provided in
Appendices B and C. The data shows that MML-10 has 54 more files than MML-3 with an
increase of 13415 bytes in total system file size. The increase in file count was expected in order
to achieve better modularity and improved readability. However, several reductions were
accomplished consisting of: a reduction of 281 total lines of code, a reduction in average file size
of 8469 bytes, a reduction in the average number of functions per file by 9, and a reduction in
average lines of code per file by 148. The reductions achieved provide better modifiability by
improving modularity and readability. Also, by locating and removing redundant code, dead
code, and synonymous variables, MML- 10 is inherently more robust than MML-3. The increase
in total file size was due to the offset of the development team adding functionality from MML-
3 to MML-10. This increase in functionality somewhat countered the effects of redundant and
dead code elimination, and slightly distorts the accuracy of the statistical data provided. However,
considering the size of MML the distortion presented by the added functionality is insignificant
relative to the reductions in average file sizes, average number of lines of code, and average
number of functions per module. Therefore, if functionality would have remained the same, the
only increase would have been the total file count.
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The method used to count lines of code sometimes raises credibility issues as to what is
a line of code. Does the count include blank lines and comments in addition to a line of code. If
one line of code is spread across several lines, does it count as one or all the lines it occupies? The
method used to count the lines of code reflected in Appendices B and C, was through the use of
the UNIX tools n1 and grep. (UNIX, p. 1-340 and 1-217, 1990) The command grep -c ';' *.h *c,
was used to count lines of code in both the header and C source files, assuming a semicolon
provides a fairly accurate count of a line of code for C source code. Therefore if one long line of
code is spread across several lines, it gets a count of one. To count the lines of code in the
assembly language files, the difference was calculated between the lines reported from the n1 *.s
command and the grep -c "\</#]' *.s command. The n1 command produces a line count of an
ASCII file that does not count blank lines; the complicated grep command provides a count of
assembly language comment lines. The total non-blank lines in the file minus the comment lines
equals the total lines of code for assembly language source code.
C. TRANSISTION TO REENGINEERED SYSTEM
Although not an easy task, transition to the reengineered version of MML seemed easy
because of the effort to work with developers as modifications were made, and by preserving
system functionality during reengineering. One hardship incurred was that developers who used
the previous version (MML-3) must reorientation themselves by learning the reengineered
version: structure, modularity, function mapping, etc. To ease this transition, a database was used
to map the functions from their old locations to their new locations. The database can be used to
aid a developer in tracing function movements and understanding the new systems modularity. A
module decomposition and system level hierarchical design was created, analyzed, and
coordinated with the group before structural changes were made, and updated as structural
refinements were conducted. As incremental structural changes were made, all members were
notified of the changes. Finally, a comprehensive system manual was established and is being
written for reference by all developers, which will include the module decomposition,
hierarchical design, and function map. The system manual will document the Yamabico- 11
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hardware and software, and provide user, operator, implementer,. Ad tester manuals in addition
to research theory for path planning technologies and SE paradigms.
D. TRANSFORMATION VALIDATION
Validating a reengineered transformation requires significant testing at all levels: unit-level,
integration-level, and system-livel testing. However, unit and integration-level testing are less
importance with a reengineered system as compared to new system. For a reengineered real-time
system, unit-level and integration-level testing are best during the end of the reengineering effort,
and as an aid to solving reliability anomalies (such as changing variable scope or structure that
now causes system failure) that did not surface until reengineering started. Also, if the
reengineered system represents significant changes in structure, most existing unit and
integration-level test harnesses will be useless or in need of reconstruction (i.e., the reengineered
structural change no longer allows useful testing of existing test harnesses because of function
and/or variable displacement, however functionality of the previous test harnesses may be used
to reconstruct new ones). Finally, unit-level and integration-level test harness construction
requires a significant amount of time that cuts sharply into the precious time spent acquiring a
functional reengineered system. Eventually, unit and integration-level test harnesses need to be
constructed for all modules, but can be built as needed and the end of the reengineering effort for
full SE compliance (modifiable, modular, robust, and readable).
System-level testing is the most important validation testing for a reengineered real-time
system. The reason system-level testing is the most important is because functionality
preservation always carries the highest priority during the reengineering effort. With preservation
of functionality at the highest of priorities, testing at the system level needs to be exercised often
as the system undergoes incremental change during the reengineering effort. In addition to
validating functional equivalence, validation of ease of modification is also important for the
reengineered system. Validating ease of modification helps to measure the quality of modularity
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and structure design. The next sections discuss how MML was validated for functional
equivalence and ease of modifiability.
1. Validate MML Functional Equivalence
Validation of functional equivalence for MML was somewhat complicated. It was
infeasible to conduct unit-level testing because the time needed to construct test harnesses that
could exhaustively exercise 271 functions exceeded the research time available. In addition, the
reengineering effort did not alter any functionality of the existing functions; reengineering
changes were limited to structure changes with redundant and dead code removal. Therefore, it
was assumed that all functions were previously validated. However, unit-level testing still needs
to be developed for each of the modules created. It is noteworthy to point out that previous unit-
level test harnesses do not exist and their absence can partially be blamed on the construction
difficulty presented by the previous poor modular design, which lacked functional modularity
and exhibited strong coupling with weak cohesion. Also, the reengineered version now lends
itself more easily for unit-level test harness construction. Integration-level test harnesses were
also non-existent. The only testing facilities available to validate functional equivalence were
user programs written to exercise motion control and demonstrate path movement.
Therefore, testing MML-10 was validated for functional equivalence at the system
level using the user programs that exercised motion control and path movement. This a very
tedious process involving making incremental structural changes, then compiling, down loading,
and run-time testing the changes made. Having 271 functions available for execution, this kind
of testing will not tax them all, nor will it adequately cover the scope for input/output data set
verification. However, this method of testing did help to ensur strIctural changes did not impair
important expected behavior., of the robot and was useful to isolate structural changes that did.
Based on the testing facilities available and the fact that the reengineered version did not alter
previous function functionality, the reengineered version (MML-10) is functionally equivalent to
the previous version (MML-3).
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2. Validate MML Ease Of Modifiability
Validation of ease of moduication lies mostly with the structural changes that reflect
good modular design and improved readability in the reengineered version (MML- 10). By having
a high-level design based on the hardware system and its sub-systems, with reasonably-sized
modules that have consistent and meaningful names, code is significantly easier to locate when
changes are desired or when bugs need to be traced. By possessing the features of strong cohesion
and loose coupling, modules can be modified more easily by many developers of a team with less
fear of side effects and with a higher confidence in run-time reliability, making the system
inherently more robust. The header-file include hierarchy allows module headers to be more
easily constructed and modified, then added or subtractci from the overall system with minimum
changes in the makefile (a C compiler file used to define compilation instructions). By careful
placement of code and stabilization of header file definitions, the compile-download-execute
time cycle has been substantially improved because the whole system no longer requires
compilation every time a change is made.
This chapter described the Yamabico- 11 hardware system, the MML software system, and
the reengineering effort. In addition, this chapter presented how MML was reengineered,
provided comparisons between the previous and reengineered versions, discussed transition steps
taken with respect to the reengineered version, and the process used to validate functional
equivalence and ease of modification of the reengineered version.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. REENGINEERED CHANGES
The highlight of reengineering for MML is the nice structure formed and the modular
design. All modules now exhibit loose coupling and tight cohesion. All modules are functionally
complete. A consistent naming convention was established. All global constants, variables, and
structures were identified and localized at the system level. An include hierarchy was created
through nested calls to improve modifiability and readability, which both contribute to ease of
maintenance and reliability. The size of the new modules and organization lends the MML
system substantially easier to read, modify, and maintain. Also the functional completeness of
modules allow for easier and quicker co-development by a many member team with minimum
interference or side effects. The new structure has significantly reduced the code and compile
cycle time.
In addition, journal files were created for each new module with a filename the same as the
module and a filename extension called log. The journal files provide a handy way to document
changes made and provide a historical reference for each module. A bug journal (called Bugs.log)
was also created as a means to coordinate with the group as a whole concerning problems and
potential problems for the entire system.
Finally, the reengineered MML is now in a form that lends itself more easily for
transformation into C++ or Ada. For C++, the current module header files would need to be
converted to prototypes and encapsulated classes. The C++ transformation would allow an object
oriented approach that is consistent with the modular design. For Ada, the header files could be
used to generate the specifications and the C source files could then be used to generate the
procedure/function bodies. The modules could then be packaged as needed. An Ada
transformation would allow exploitation of total concurrency through tasking (which can also be
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strapped to hardware interrupts through representation clauses), and easier exception handling.
Either transformations would provide enhancements through the special features the of the
languages used.
B. BENEFITS OF REENGINEERING
The most important benefits attained by reengineering is transforming a system into one that
conforms to sound SE principles. This is a long-term payoff that maps a worthwhile system into
one that is competitive, portable, flexible, and easy to maintain and enhance. A system whose
maintainability and ease of enhancement are not dependent on the institutional knowledge of the
development team or the individual programmer. A system whose evolution dependencies are
primarily oriented toward hardware technology and compiler efficiency. The resultant system
helps reduce the cost and time involved with maintenance. All of these positive assets can be
achieved through reengineering with a focus on modifiability.
"This thesis has therefore answered the two research questions presented.
1. Given an existing real-time system designed without applied SE, significant
improvements can be achieved by reengineering with a focus on modifiability. Significant
improvements reflected by the improved structure and modular design, the degree of improved
coupling and cohesion, and the higher confidence in run-time reliability. Also, improved
modifiability and readability reflected by reductions in the average module size, average lines of
code per module, and average number of functions per module. By making modifiability the
focus of reengineering a real-time system, optimization of structure and modularity becomes
more intuitive, identification of poor coupling and cohesion becomes more obvious, and
improved readability becomes almost a complete derivation.
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2. Reengineering is feasible for an evolving developmental real-time system, considering
the systems real-time constraints, the target systems development environment, and the current
implementation. By reengineering structural changes so that modules encapsulate hardware
driving functionality, real-time constraints are easier to maintain and fine-tune. The development
environment needs to be carefully coordinated so that all developem, are working with the same
version, do not interfere with each other, and do not experience wasted time. As long as the
hardware used is stable, and all developers exercise cooperative coordination, reengineering the
current implementation is very feasible. By liiiting reengineering changes to structural changes
with redundant and dead code removal, reengineering will not cause undesirable changes in
functionality or hinder system performance; instead, it will help locate sections of code that
contribute to unreliability and improve readability. With effective coordination, it is feasible to
reengineer a real-time system concurrently with a team of several research developers. Finally,
SE can be applied either at the very beginning of the development cycle, or after fielding of a
system designed and implemented without SE.
C. FUTURE RESEARCH
This has been a very rewarding resear.:.h project that has provided tangible results (success
is visible on the Yamabico- I1 robot). If more time were available, global variable reduction or
elimination could be conducted for all of the MML system, unit and integration-level test
harnesses could be built, the MML code could be made ANSI-C-compliant, assembly language
modules could be minimized or eliminated through transformations to C, and the MML system
could be converted to run on the SPARC architecture (a near future upgrade currently scheduled
to replace a Motorola 68020 architecture).
As for future research, one area that would have been valuable for Yamabico and real-time
system research is the benefit of development from the perspective of a development
environment. An environment that provides cross-compiler technology and comes with standard
libraries that support ROMable code, transparent initialization, memory management, input/
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output, and math functions; eliminating the need to hand code these in C or at the assembly
language level. An environment that supports both C and C++ compiling with meaningful
reported errors and warnings performed both on syntax and semantics. An environment that does
not force the developer to become dependent on cryptic makefiles for application building. An
environment that provides remote symbolic debugging to speed the trace of real-time timing
constraint violations and general debugging. The current disadvantage presented to the Yamabico
team is that the desired research is more oriented towards path-planning technologies; however,
considerable research time gets spent due to the weakness of the development environment.
Another area of rese rch that would be valuable to both Yamabico and real-time research is
tasking through Ada, which is currently infeasible due to resource constraints. Two alternatives
exist to execute Ada code on Yamabico, either host UNIX on the robot or use the cross-compiler
technology already mentioned.
Hosting UNIX on the robot is not the best approach for several reasons. First, it would
require mounting a mass storage device such as a hard drive on the robot. Mounting a mass
storage device on the robot increases the overall weight of the robot and the demand for power,
which is already in short supply. In addition, hosting UNIX to access Ada tasking will not allow
Ada to directly access to the hardware. Ada representation clauses used to map hardware
interrupts or system memory are implemented through system addresses. Ada programs gain
access only by permission and after review by UNIX. UNIX is a multi-user operating system
written to execute several user programs. UNIX is also a protected system written to limit access
to critical resources. Therefore, UNIX is a barrier between the application wanting direct access
and control of the hardware, and the actual hardware itself. For hardware control applications that
have lax timing constraints or do not have time-sensitive operations, this may be acceptable.
However, for hardware control applications that have strict real-time constraints, like Yamabico-
11, this is unacceptable. Finally, besides not having direct access to the hardware, hosting UNIX
forces two levels of context switching: UNIX system and applications context switching and Ada
task context switching. Two levels of context switching distorts concurrency analysis of a real-
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time system that would be preferred to be relative to the Ada application alone. Figure 12 shows
the barrier hosting UNIX presents, in that the users program can only access the hardware
indirectly through the operating system, and concurrency analysis for the real-time system is
distorted due to the two levels of context switching.




Ada Application 2 2
CSi: Context Switching level i
Figure 12: UNIX Barrier
Embedded system development is the best approach, but requires the purchase of cross-
compiler technology. Embedded system development allows an application to be truly plugged
into the system hardware, freeing the developer to control all aspects of the hardware using a
high-level language suited for the job such as Ada. Ada representation clauses can be assigned to
actual memory addresses and physical hardware interrupts. Context switching is reduced to a
single level thereby removing distortion in concurrency analysis associated with the UNIX
operating system. In addition, concurrency for non-hardware interrupt driven tasks could be
written, which for the current Yamabico- 1 I and MML- 10 do not exist. An Ada embedded-system
development environment would encourage experimentation and analysis of task-scheduling
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algorithms and mixed-mode preemptive vs. non-preemptive tasking. And, an Ada embedded-
system developmcnt environment would not limit the number of concurrent tasks to the number
of system hardware interrupts available, which limits the current implementation of MML for
Yamabico-1 1. Figure 13 demonstrates the beauty of barrier-free Ada application that has direct
access to the hardware and single level context switching. A barrier-free Ada application can only





CS,: Context Switching level i
Figure 13: Barrier Free
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APPENDIX B - MML 3 Statistics
MML-3 Files File Size Functions Lines of Code
spatial.b 2251 0 34
cst.h 8323 0 1
mml.h 20384 10 230
iocrace-processor.c 1547 0 39
world.c 7196 7 65
control.c 7156 7 96
geom.c 7139 21 113
utilities.c 13759 11 89
intersection.c 14019 5 164
ieave..point.c 18347 5 251
rosyio.c 14945 46 243
track.c 15694 12 277
Ioco.c 23003 38 351
main.c 24672 22 552
sonar.c 41937 36 529
user.c 1012 1 30
motor.s 1600 1 72
math.s 2705 11 162
rosyio.asm.s 6735 4 261
init.s 9004 12 299
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APPENDIX C - MML 10 Statistics
MML-10 Files iFile Size Functions Lines of codle
world.h 20 0 0
Error.h 27 0 ______ 1
T-imeSys.b 27 0 ______ 1
ImmCmd.h 38 0 1
CoaiputerSys.h 86 0 0
AuxIObh 89 0 ______ 2
MotionSys.b 102 0 0
StringUtiIb 107 2 0
PadiPian.h j 125 0 _ ____ 3
UtilitySys.b 128 0 0
Status.h 153, 0 ______ 3
ConvertUtil.b 159 0 2
WheelMeters.b 1 174 0 _______3
PathMath.h 190 0 5
Matb68881.h 218 0 _______3
SonarAvoidance.b 219 0 6
Main.h 241 2 0
Cubic.b 259 0 8
SonarLog.b 1 297 0 4
SonarIO.h 300 01 4
SonarSys.h I 320 0l 3
AuxMath~h 327 9 0
SonarMath.b 350 0 10
Whee]Sys.b 365 ______0 7
Geomii 417 _____3 6
MemSys.h 44 3 7
InputIO.b 1 486 ______3 3
SonarCard.h 1 486 ____ 0 9
mmnl.h 873 ____0 7
OutputlO.h J 2041 19 5
spatiallh I 2240 0 34
Variables.b 1 5493 0 113
Constants.h 5900 0 0
,Structures.h I 6360 0l 77
47
MML-10 Files File Size: Functions Lines of coe
StingUtil.c 255[ 2 6
OutpudO. 465; 1 5
AuxMath.c 495 1 7
Error.c 683 1 8
AuxIO.c 981 1 4
CoavertUtil.c 1001 1 21
user.c 1220 1 18
Status.c 23931 3 37
MemSys.c 2678 8 74
PathPlan.c 3121 5 38
SonarAvoidance.c 3240 6 37
WbeefLo2.c 42501 5 58
Geom.c 45021 11 56
TimeSys.c 4516! 7 77
SonarLog.c 449 3! 4 41
InputlO.c 4930! 4 77
SonarlO.c 5043 4 81
tangent.c 5306 3 42
spatial.c 5337 5 33
ImmCmd.c 5781 12 55
SonarSys.c 5932 4 76
Queue.c 6581 3 134
TransitionMatrix.c 78811 4 109
CubicCst.c 83231 0 1
world.c 83361 8 83
SonarCard.c 89A21 9 91
WheelMeters.c 10173 8 149
WheelSys.c 12100 11 155
Cubic.c 13489 8 144
SeqCmd.c 13782 18 156
SonarMath.c 15536' 10 212
PathMath.c 162081 15 207
Main.c 16964i 15 411
TimeSys.asm.s 460 1 14
WheelSys.asm.s 1600 1 57
OutpudO.asm.s 1827 1 56
Math68881.asm.s 2705 11 155
ProcArch.asm.s 3172 5 73
ConvertUtil.asm.s 3989 2 96
Main.asm.s 8567 5 189
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